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a b s t r a c t 

Gratitude shapes individuals’ behaviours and impacts the harmony of society. Many previous studies focused on 

its association with prosocial behaviours. A possibility that gratitude can lead to moral violation has been over- 

looked until recently. Nevertheless, the neurocognitive mechanisms of gratitude-induced moral violation are still 

unclear. On the other hand, though neural correlates of the gratitude’s formation have been examined, the neural 

underpinnings of gratitude-induced behaviour remain unknown. For addressing these two overlapped research 

gaps, we developed novel tasks to investigate how participants who had received voluntary (Gratitude group) 

or involuntary help (Control group) punished their benefactors’ unfairness with functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI). The Gratitude group punished their benefactors less than the Control group. The self-report and 

computational modelling results demonstrated a crucial role of the boosted protection tendency on behalf of 

benefactors in the gratitude-induced injustice. The fMRI results showed that activities in the regions associated 

with mentalizing (temporoparietal junction) and reward processing (ventral medial prefrontal cortex) differed 

between the groups and were related to the gratitude-induced injustice. They suggest that grateful individuals 

concern for benefactors’ benefits, value chances to interact with benefactors, and refrain from action that per- 

turbs relationship-building (i.e., exert less punishment on benefactors’ unfairness), which reveal a dark side of 

gratitude and enrich the gratitude theory (i.e., the find-bind-remind theory). Our findings provide psychological, 

computational, and neural accounts of the gratitude-induced behaviour and further the understanding of the 

nature of gratitude. 
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. Introduction 

Gratitude, a typical emotional response to others’ kindness, is
f great importance in social, moral and religious aspects of life
 McCullough, 2004 ). It has long been considered “the parent of other
irtues ” ( Cicero, 1851 ) and “moral emotion ” ( McCullough and Kil-
atrick, 2001 ). Numerous behavioural studies have demonstrated that
rateful individuals are more inclined to engage in prosocial behaviours
see a review, Ma et al., 2017 ). 

A classic theory of gratitude (i.e., the find-bind-remind theory) pro-
oses the social function of gratitude to be interpersonal relationship en-
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ancement with high-quality partners ( Algoe, 2012 ). Conducting proso-
ial behaviours, however, is not the only way to enhance interpersonal
elationship. Recently, researchers noticed that a dark side of gratitude
ight exist theoretically ( Wood et al., 2016 ). A behavioural study found

rateful individuals were willing to violate moral norms for protecting
heir benefactors ( Zhu et al., 2020 ). The findings start to change the
ositive stereotype of gratitude. Nevertheless, the neurocognitive mech-
nisms of gratitude-induced moral violation are unclear. 

Based on existing literature, the implement of the social function
f gratitude (i.e., interpersonal relationship enhancement with high-
uality partners) involves three steps (e.g., Algoe, 2012 ; Algoe et al.,
008 ; Yu et al., 2018 ). In the first step, to find a high-quality partner,
ning and IDG/McGovern Institute for Brain Research, Beijing Normal University, 
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e  
ndividuals collect information on three relational features (i.e., cog-
itive antecedents of gratitude), including the intent of partners, the
ost to partners for offering help, and the benefit individuals receive
rom the help ( Tesser et al., 1968 ). In the second step, the individu-
ls integrate the collected relational information and generate gratitude
ccordingly, which reminds individuals that high-quality partners are
dentified ( Algoe, 2012 ; Yu et al., 2018 ). In the third step, gratitude
uides individuals to take actions to promote a relationship in a specific
ituation, which eventually binds individuals and partners together in
he relationship ( Algoe, 2012 ; Bartlett et al., 2012 ). 

Neuroimaging studies have investigated the neural correlates of eval-
ating the cognitive antecedents of gratitude and generating gratitude
i.e., the first and second steps). As to evaluating the cognitive an-
ecedents of gratitude, Yu et al. (2018) revealed that the monetary cost
o a partner was represented in a brain region related to mentalizing
temporoparietal junction, TPJ) and that the benefit for oneself was
epresented in a region related to reward processing (ventral striatum).
imilarly Xiong et al. (2020) showed that the activity in a region impor-
ant for mentalizing (dorsal medial prefrontal cortex) correlated with
he level of cost that partners bore to provide help. These findings sug-
est that the cognitive antecedents of gratitude are represented by brain
egions associated with reward processing and mentalizing. 

As to generating gratitude, in an imagination task,
ox et al. (2015) found that the participants’ feelings of gratitude
ere correlated with activity in a region implicated in reward process-

ng and value representation (e.g., ventral medial prefrontal cortex,
mPFC 

1 ). In another imagination study, Decety et al. (2011) showed
hat compared to imagining help others, imagining being helped
which probably generated gratitude feelings) activated several brain
egions including the vmPFC. Likewise, in interpersonal tasks (other
han imagination tasks), researchers identified a positive correlation
etween gratitude and activation of the vmPFC when the participants
eceived real help ( Xiong et al., 2020 ; Yu et al., 2017 ). In addition,
iu et al. (2020) used an interpersonal paradigm to demonstrate that
ratitude compared to joy activated the brain regions associated with
eward processing (putamen) and mentalizing (precuneus). It is indi-
ated that gratitude generation may also be implemented by reward
rocessing and mentalizing regions, although the specific regions
re not exactly the same as those related to cognitive antecedents of
ratitude. Despite these findings, the neural mechanisms that directly
rive grateful individuals to act for relationship enhancement (i.e., the
hird step) are unknown. 

The two research gaps mentioned above (i.e., neurocognitive mech-
nisms of gratitude-induced moral violation and neural mechanisms of
ratitude-driven action for relationship enhancement) are overlapped.
o fill in both, we either induced participants’ gratitude towards a part-
er (Gratitude group) or not (Control group) in one task and then mea-
ured participants’ punishment for their partner’s unfairness to strangers
n another task with fMRI scanning ( Fig. 1 ). We predicted that gratitude
owers due punishment for partners’ unfairness (i.e., moral violation; a
ark side of gratitude) and focused on how it happens (i.e., cognitive,
omputational, and neural mechanisms). Three hypotheses are possible
or the mechanism contributing to this effect. One is that grateful indi-
iduals perceive a chance interacting with high-quality benefactors to
e valuable, concern about benefactors’ benefits, and refrain from action
hat perturbs relationship building (e.g., decrease punishment for bene-
actors’ unfairness). This hypothesis dovetails with the find-remind-bind
heory ( Algoe, 2012 ). In this case, gratitude may modulate activity in
egions associated with rewarding processing and value representation
e.g., vmPFC) ( Bartra et al., 2013 ; Yu et al., 2017 ) and mentalizing (e.g.,
PJ; the region plays a vital role in moral action, such as punishment)
1 We note that the cluster identified by Fox et al. (2015) was large, which con- 

ained the bilateral vmPFC/OFC, dmPFC, and ACC. In their article, they named 

he cluster “mPFC ”. 
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 Bellucci et al., 2020 ) when individuals have a chance to build relation-
hip with their benefactors (i.e., making a decision of less punishment
n benefactors). 

The other hypothesis is that grateful individuals have a distorted
erception of their benefactors’ unfair distributions and exert less pun-
shment. It has been demonstrated that emotions influence moral per-
eption (judgement) ( Horberg et al., 2011 ; Ugazio et al., 2012 ) . For
xample, shame prompts individuals to concentrate on the moral self
nd blame themselves more strongly ( Tangney and Dearing, 2003 ).
iven that gratitude facilitates relationship-building with benefactors
 Algoe, 2012 ), grateful individuals may perceive the unfair distributions
f their benefactors to be less unfair. The distorted unfairness perception
an be a determining factor for punishment decisions (e.g., Ruff et al.,
013 ). According to this hypothesis, gratitude is likely to influence ac-
ivity in the brain regions associated with unfairness perception (e.g.,
nsula and anterior cingulate cortex) ( Zhong et al., 2016 ) when individ-
als view benefactors’ distributions. 

The still other hypothesis is that grateful individuals who are in a
ositive mood punish less. Grateful thinking keeps individuals in a posi-
ive mood within a certain time frame ( Sheldon and Lyubomirsky, 2006 ;

atkins et al., 2003 ). Convergent evidence has shown that incident
oods can affect punishment for unfairness ( Bonini et al., 2011 ;
ummerum et al., 2016 ). For instance, incident anger increases indi-
iduals’ punishment for unfair distributions ( Gummerum et al., 2016 ).
rateful individuals may misattribute the positive mood induced by a
revious event to the benefactors’ distributions they see, which atten-
ates anger and decreases punishment. According to this hypothesis,
e may observe that gratitude increases activation in the regions re-

ated to a positive mood (e.g., striatum; Suardi et al., 2016 ; Vytal and
amann, 2010 ), regardless of when individuals view benefactors’ dis-

ributions or decide a punishment on benefactors, as moods are long-
asting background states ( Beedie et al., 2005 ). 

We examined these hypotheses combining the approaches of self-
eport, computational models, and fMRI imaging and attempted to de-
ineate a neurocognitive profile of gratitude-induced injustice. 

. Methods 

.1. Participants 

A behavioural experiment using a similar paradigm 

2 was conducted
efore the current fMRI experiment ( Zhu et al., 2020 ). In the be-
avioural experiment, the effect of gratitude (Gratitude versus Control
roup) on punishment was f = 0.36. Based on a Gpower estimation
 f = 0.36, 𝛼 = 0.05, 1- 𝛽 = 0.80, two groups; Faul et al., 2007 ), we
etermined the minimum sample size of the current study to be 64 par-
icipants. Assuming that 5–10% of participants would be removed from
he analyses due to doubt of the authenticity of the experiment or tech-
ical issues, we recruited 71 university students (Gratitude: 35 partici-
ants; Control: 36 participants). Participants had normal or corrected-
o-normal vision and reported no history of neurological or psychiatric
iseases. All participants provided written consent prior to the exper-
ment and received payment for their participation. The experimental
rotocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Depart-
ent of Psychology at Renmin University of China (Beijing, China), and

omplied with the Declaration of Helsinki. 
One participant in the Gratitude group and one participant in the

ontrol group who doubted the authenticity of the experiment were
xcluded from all the analyses. 3 Two other participants in the Grat-
2 In this behavioural experiment ( N = 62), the participants punished the al- 

ocator at the cost of their own payoff, whereas the participants in the current 

MRI experiment could punish the allocator without any cost. 
3 They reported that they doubted whether they interacted with a real person 

uring the games, when they were asked whether they had any question about 

he experiment at the very end of the experiment. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental procedures. a , Timeline for the whole experimental session. b , Timeline for the gratitude induction game. The participant chose one of the 

two covered cards. If an electric-shock card was chosen, the participant faced a risk of receiving a strong electric shock. If a blank card was chosen, no electric shock 

was administered. For all the participants, in 10 trials, they chose a blank card, and nothing happened; in the other 10 trials, they chose an electric-shock card 

but only received a moderate (rather than strong) electric shock. To manipulate gratitude, participants in the Gratitude group were informed that a partner (i.e., a 

confederate) voluntarily helped them by taking part of painful shock for them, whereas participants in the Control group were informed that a partner was required 

to help them by the rule. The bar filled with five yellow blocks indicated a moderate electric shock, whereas the empty bar indicated no electric shock. c, Timeline 

for the adapted third-party punishment game. The partner in the gratitude induction game distributed monetary tokens between themselves and a stranger. After 

viewing the distribution, the participant was entitled to deduct tokens from the partner without any cost. b,c , The partner, stranger, and participant were represented 

by the agents surrounded by a green, grey, and red frame, respectively. ISI, inter-stimulus interval. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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tude group who did not elicit punishment in any of the trials (i.e.,
ll punishment decisions were zero) were excluded from the computa-
ional modelling and neuroimaging analyses, as the parameters could
ot be properly estimated in such a case (e.g., Stallen et al., 2018 ;
hong et al., 2016 ). Thus, the behavioural analyses were conducted with
9 participants (Gratitude: 34 participants, 15 females and 19 males,
 age = 21.71 years, SD age = 2.17; Control: 35 participants, 16 females

nd 19 males, M age = 21.46 years, SD age = 1.84), and the computational
odelling and neuroimaging analyses were conducted with 67 partici-
ants (Gratitude: 32 participants, 15 females and 17 males, M age = 21.72
ears, SD age = 2.23; Control: 35 participants, 16 females and 19 males,
 age = 21.46 years, SD age = 1.84). 

.2. Experimental procedures 

Each participant came to the lab individually. Upon arrival, the par-
icipant was introduced to a same-sex partner (i.e., a confederate of our
ab), who would (ostensibly) interact with the participant later via an
nternal network. The participant was then led to an independent test-
ng room and instructed to complete a series of tasks. Our confederate
onfirmed that he or she did not know and did not have a personal re-
ationship with the participant before this experiment. 

.2.1. Pain calibration 

First, the participant underwent an individual pain calibration pro-
edure with an SXC-4A multichannel electrical stimulator. This is an
mportant step for inducing gratitude in the following gratitude induc-
ion game. After an introduction of the calibration process and precau-
ion, we cleaned the participant’s left forearm and placed two dispos-
ble electrodes on the back of their left wrist at an interval of 5 cm. The
ain stimulation was set as three repeated square waveform electrical
timulation pulses (duration of a pulse: 0.5 ms; interval between pulses:
0 ms) (e.g., Yu et al., 2014 ). Pain calibration began with a weak elec-
ric shock (0.5 mA) and then gradually increased or decreased in small
ncrements (0.5 mA) with a 3:1 ratio ( Crockett et al., 2014 ). The partic-
pant rated their subjective experience after each shock on an 11-point
cale (0 = no sensation, 10 = maximum tolerable pain). The calibra-
ion continued until a rating of 8 was reported. Electric current values
3 
orresponding to self-reported pain ratings of 4 and 7 were respectively
ecorded as moderate and strong pain stimuli for the participant and
ere used in the subsequent gratitude induction game (e.g., Yu et al.,
017 ). 

.2.2. Gratitude induction game 

We used a novel gratitude induction game to manipulate gratitude,
he development of which was inspired by a previous study ( Yu et al.,
017 ). In this game, the participant saw the backs of the two cards and
hose one of them. Afterwards, the cards were turned over. If an electric-
hock card was chosen, the participant faced a risk of receiving a strong
lectric shock. If a blank card was chosen, no electric shock was admin-
stered. The partner could see the participant’s choice on another com-
uter. Unknown to the participants, they were randomly assigned to the
ratitude group or the Control group. The participants in the Gratitude
roup were told that the partner could decide whether to help them
y taking part of the electric shock when the electric-shock card was
hosen. If the partner decided to help, the participant received a mod-
rate electric shock instead of a strong one, and the partner received a
oderate electric shock. If the partner refused to help, the participant

eceived a strong electric shock, and the partner did not receive any
hock. Different from the Gratitude group, the participants in the Con-
rol group were informed that the rules of the game required the partner
o help the participant (i.e., the partner could not refuse to help). To give
he participants first-hand experience, moderate and strong pain stimuli
individually calibrated; see the pain calibration section) were adminis-
ered to them before the gratitude induction game. All the participants
eported that the two levels of pain stimuli were clearly distinguishable.

This game contained 20 trials. For all the participants, they chose a
lank card in 10 trials, and no one received any shock; in the other 10
rials, they chose an electric-shock card, and both the participant and
he partner would receive a moderate electric shock. Thus, the outcome
f the game was exactly the same for the two groups. The only dif-
erence was that in the Gratitude group, the partner helped voluntarily
benevolent intent), while in the Control group, the partner was required
o help (ambiguous intent). The electric shocks were not administered
uring the gratitude induction game but were given to the participants
t the end of the experiment (see the pain stimulation section). This
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4 In other words, the participants were told that their decisions would be re- 

vealed to the partner when all the trials of the adapted third-party punishment 

game were completed. 
elped to circumvent a confounding effect of pain-evoked anger on par-
icipants’ punishment decisions in a later task (see below), given that
ain evokes anger ( Berkowitz, 1993 ; Trost et al., 2012 ) and anger en-
ances third-party punishment ( Gummerum et al., 2016 ; Nelissen and
eelenberg, 2009 ). Participants completed the gratitude induction game
utside the scanner room without fMRI scanning. 

.2.3. Gratitude manipulation check 

After the gratitude induction game, we asked the participant to
omplete a questionnaire. The participant rated how grateful, thank-
ul, shameful, guilty, unhappy, disappointed, indebted, obligated (to re-
ay), and angry they felt towards the partner. Gratitude and indebted-
ess were measured by two items (gratitude items: grateful and thank-
ul; Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.970; indebtedness items: indebted and obligated;
ronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.772) (e.g., Peng et al., 2018 ). Each of the other emo-
ions was measured by one corresponding item. The participant also
eported their thoughts about (i) to what extent the partner was willing
o help, (ii) to what extent the partner concerned for the participant’s
enefits, (iii) to what extent the partner concerned for the partner’s own
enefits, (iv) how much cost the partner undertook due to the help, (v)
ow much benefit the partner brought to the participant, (vi) to what
xtent a friendship with the partner would benefit the participant in the
uture and (vii) to what extent the participant was inclined to build a
riendship with the partner on a nine-point scale (1 = not at all, 9 = very
uch). 

.2.4. Adapted third-party punishment game (with fMRI scanning) 

Afterwards, participants went into the MRI machine and completed
n adapted third-party punishment game ( adapted TPP ). Similar to the
ypical third-party punishment game (e.g., Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004 ),
here were three players —an allocator, a receiver, and a decider —in the
dapted TPP. In each trial, the allocator could freely distribute 200 to-
ens between the receiver and themselves (minimum unit: 10 tokens).
he receiver had to accept the distribution. The distribution was then
hown to the decider. The decider, owning 100 tokens, had a chance
o deduct the allocator’s tokens (options: deducting 0 to 200 tokens, in
ncrements of 20) (the deducted tokens disappeared and did not go to
he receiver or decider). Notably, different from the typical TPP that the
ecider deducted the allocator’s tokens by spending their own tokens, in
he adapted TPP, the decider could deduct the allocator’s tokens with-
ut any cost. This change enabled us to better explain and model the
ecider’s choices, given that the cost to the decider and the benefit of
he allocator were negatively correlated with each other and could not
e disentangled in a typical TPP. 

In all trials, the participant and the previous partner in the gratitude
nduction game played as the decider and the allocator, respectively.
he receiver in different trials was played by different strangers. In each
rial, the participant saw one of the five types of unfair distributions,
n which the partner distributed 200 tokens between themselves and a
tranger (i.e., 200 (for the partner): 0 (for the stranger), 180:20, 160:40,
40:60, or 120:80; each type repeated 10 times across the game). Dif-
erent distributions were presented in a pseudorandom order. To justify
he different distributions made by the partner, we told a cover story to
he participant. It was informed that in each trial, the partner could see
 portrait of the current receiver before the distribution, but the partic-
pant could not. Though these strangers were not present in the lab at
he time, they had visited the lab, spent time understanding the rule of
he adapted TPP, provided their portraits, and agreed to participate as
he receivers. The participant needed to indicate how many tokens they
anted to deduct from the partner by moving a black block. The initial
lace of the block in each trial was random, which was helpful to bal-
nce the motor action between the Gratitude and Control groups. When
he participant confirmed a punishment decision by pressing a button,
he black block turned red. Participants were informed that the partner
id not know how many tokens were deducted from them until all tri-
4 
ls were completed. 4 Thus, participants would not expect an influence
f their punishment decisions on the partner’s distributions during the
ame. Notably, we did not use the term “punishment ” in the introduc-
ion of the game, but instead told the participants that they had chances
o deduct tokens from the allocator ( Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004 ). It
as informed that at the end of the experiment the tokens were con-
erted into real money, and the players were paid based on the amount
f tokens they obtained, in addition to a fixed show-up fee. Using the
dapted TPP, our study probed the effect of gratitude on participants’
rade-off between the partner’s benefit and inequity aversion. 

.2.5. Psychological variable measures 

To investigate potential psychological contributors to gratitude-
nduced differences in punishment, which helps to examine our three
ypotheses, participants completed a questionnaire after finishing the
dapted TPP. They reported their psychological processes and feelings
one item for each variable), including (i) to what extent they wanted
o reduce the allocator’s losses, (ii) to what extent they concerned for
he justice of their own behaviour, (iii) to what extent they concerned
or the receivers’ losses, (iv) to what extent they concerned whether the
ehaviour of the allocator was immoral, (v) to what extent they con-
erned whether the behaviour of the allocator was unfair, (vi) to what
xtent the allocator’s behaviour was immoral, (vii) to what extent the
llocator’s behaviour was unfair, (viii) to what extent they felt angry,
ix) to what extent they felt glad, and (x) to what extent they felt ex-
ited (regardless of in a positive or negative way) on a nine-point scale
1 = not at all, 9 = very much) (see Supplementary Table 1). 

.2.6. Pain stimulation 

Ten moderate electric shocks were administered on the left forearm
f the participant. The strength of the shocks for each participant had
een individually calibrated. The participant rated how painful the elec-
ric shocks were after the stimulation. No significant difference in pain
atings was found between the Gratitude ( M = 4.76, SD = 1.69) and
ontrol ( M = 5.37, SD = 1.78) groups ( F (1,67) = 2.10, P = 0.152, par-
ial 𝜂2 = 0.030) groups. This finding was not in line with the findings
hat gratitude attenuates negative experiences, such as pain ( Algoe and
tanton, 2012 ; Roberts, 2004 ; Yu et al., 2017 ). A possible explanation
s that the participants’ gratitude faded over time. 

.2.7. Additional measurements and procedures 

After the gratitude induction game, all the participants reported the
requency that they had chosen the electric-shock card (1 = very low,
 = very high; Gratitude: M = 5.24, SD = 1.18; Control: M = 5.40,
D = 1.40; no significant difference was found between the two groups,
 (1,67) = 0.28, P = 0.599, partial 𝜂2 = 0.004). The Gratitude group
lso reported the frequency that the partner had decided to help them
1 = very low, 9 = very high; M = 8.50, SD = 1.50). These findings indi-
ectly suggest that the participants understood the rules of the gratitude
nduction game. 

After completing the adapted TPP, the participants rated how grate-
ul, thankful, shameful, guilty, unhappy, disappointed, indebted, obli-
ated (to repay), and angry they felt towards the partner once again.
he results confirmed that the induced gratitude was valid during the
dapted third-party punishment game (see Supplementary Table 5). 

During the experiment, we did not explicitly tell the participants
hether they would meet the partner after the experiment. This mim-

cked some real-life situations (e.g., you feel grateful towards someone
ho helps you, but you cannot be sure whether you will meet him or
er again in the future). The situation was the same for the Gratitude
nd Control groups. 
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5 Although the Bonferroni correction helps to select reliable results, some- 

times it may be too conservative. Considering the ten psychological variables 

were measured for an exploratory purpose, we believed it was needed to con- 

trol the inflation of type Ⅰ error using a strict correction method (i.e., Bonferroni 

correction) (e.g., Losin et al., 2020 ). 
In the end, the participants were paid and were asked whether they
ad any question about the experiment. 

.3. Magnetic resonance imaging data acquisition 

Whole-brain imaging data were acquired on a 3-Tesla magnetic
esonance scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 64-channel
hase-array head coil. Field map images were collected using a
endor-provided Siemens gradient echo sequence (number of slices,
2; slice thickness, 2 mm; voxel size, 2 × 2 × 2 mm 

3 ; field of view,
24 × 224 mm 

2 ; repetition time, 620 ms; echo time 1, 4.92 ms; echo
ime 2, 7.38 ms; flip angle, 60°; and bandwidth, 565 Hz/pixel). Dur-
ng the adapted third-party punishment game, functional images were
ollected with a prototype simultaneous multislice echo-planar imag-
ng (EPI) sequence (number of slices, 62; slice thickness, 2.0 mm; voxel
ize, 2 × 2 × 2 mm 

3 ; field of view, 224 × 224 mm 

2 ; repetition time,
000 ms; echo time, 30 ms; flip angle, 90°; echo spacing, 0.54 ms; band-
idth, 2232 Hz/pixel; number of sessions, one; about 15 min). Struc-

ural images were collected through a three-dimensional magnetisation-
repared rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence (number of slices,
92; slice thickness, 1.0 mm; voxel size, 0.5 × 0.5 × 1 mm 

3 ; field of
iew, 256 × 256 mm 

2 ; repetition time, 2530 ms; echo time, 2.98 ms;
ip angle, 7°; echo spacing, 7.1 ms; and bandwidth, 240 Hz/pixel). In
ddition, diffusion tensor imaging data were collected at the end of the
canning session. The data were used to test whether white matter tracts
ere associated with different personality traits, which was not related

o the current study. 

.4. Behavioural analyses 

.4.1. Gratitude manipulation check 

To test whether gratitude was successfully induced, we analysed the
articipants’ answers to the questionnaire after they completed the grati-
ude induction game. We submitted the participants’ gratitude ratings to
n analysis of variance (ANOVA) with groups (Gratitude versus Control
roup) as a between-subjects factor. We examined whether in the Grati-
ude group the participants’ gratitude ratings were higher than the other
motion ratings using repeated measures ANOVA. Additionally, we sub-
itted each of seven variables indicating the participants’ gratitude-

elated cognition and behavioural tendency (Supplementary Tables 3
nd 4) to ANOVA with groups (Gratitude versus Control group) as a
etween-subjects factor. 

To test whether the gratitude was maintained during the adapted
hird-party punishment game, we analysed the participants’ emotion
atings after the adapted TPP. We submitted the participants’ gratitude
atings to an ANOVA with groups (Gratitude versus Control group) as
 between-subjects factor. We also examined whether in the Gratitude
roup the participants’ gratitude ratings were higher than the other emo-
ion ratings using repeated measures ANOVA (see Supplementary Table
). 

.4.2. Punishment behaviour 

We averaged the amount of tokens deducted from the partner by
he participants across trials in the adapted TPP and submitted it to
n ANOVA with groups (Gratitude versus Control group) as a between-
ubjects factor. 

.4.3. Psychological measures 

We submitted the ten psychological measures hypothesised to drive
he gratitude-induced difference in punishment (Supplementary Table
) into a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with groups (Grat-
tude versus Control group) as a between-subjects factor. Confirming the
ffect of the MANOVA was significant, we submitted each of the ten psy-
hological measures to an ANOVA with groups (Gratitude versus Control
5 
roup) as a between-subjects factor. Bonferroni correction was used to
djust the P values of the ten statistical tests. 5 

.4.4. Mediation analyses 

We investigated the relationships amongst gratitude, punishment,
nd psychological measures at the individual level. We aggregated the
ata from the two groups and tested for potential psychological medi-
tors of gratitude-induced differences in punishment with a two-stage
rocess ( Losin et al., 2020 ). In the first stage, we searched for signifi-
ant correlations between gratitude ratings and each of the ten psycho-
ogical measures. We calculated the percentage bend correlation coeffi-
ients, which are robust to outliers, using a MATLAB toolbox for robust
orrelation analyses ( http://sourceforge.net/projects/robustcorrtool/ ;
ernet et al., 2013 ). The type I error inflation of the ten statistical tests
as controlled by using Bonferroni correction. Psychological measures

hat revealed significant correlations with gratitude gratings were con-
idered as candidate mediators ( Losin et al., 2020 ). 

In the second stage, we examined whether any of the candi-
ate mediators mediated the observed gratitude-related difference in
unishment using the PROCESS macro based on the SPSS software
 http://www.processmacro.org/index.html ). The continuous variables
ere normalised ( z -scored). We tested the mediation effect, with the
articipants’ gratitude ratings after the gratitude induction game as the
redictor variable ( X ), average punishment at the individual level as the
utcome variable ( Y ), and ratings on the candidate psychological medi-
tors as the mediator variable ( M ) (one candidate mediator per media-
ion analysis). When a candidate psychological variable was entered into
he model as the mediator variable, the other 9 psychological measures
ere involved in the model as covariates. This was performed to test the
nique effect of the candidate psychological measure, given that some of
he psychological measures were not completely exclusive to each other.
 bootstrap procedure (randomly sampling 5000 observations with re-
lacement) was used to obtain 95% confidence intervals (CI) of path
oefficients for significance testing. An effect was regarded as signifi-
ant, if the CI of the path coefficient did not cover zero ( Hayes, 2013 ).
he normalisation and bootstrap procedures and the threshold of the
ffect remained the same across all the mediation analyses in this study.

.5. Computational modelling 

Computational models are designed to estimate hidden variables
hat are not directly observable from behaviour itself ( Farrell and
ewandowsky, 2010 ). With this method, we are allowed to probe indi-
iduals’ psychological processes independent of a self-report approach
nd have a possibility to collect convergent evidence. The Fehr-Schmidt
nequity aversion model ( Fehr and Schmidt, 1999 ) is often adopted to
eflect people’s trade-off between their own payoff and the inequity be-
ween the allocator and the receiver in a typical third-party punishment
ame (e.g., Gao et al., 2018 ; Zhong et al., 2016 ). Inspired by it, we de-
eloped three new models (Models 1, 2, 3) to capture the participants’
rade-off between the allocator’s payoff (i.e., protecting the allocator
rom monetary harm) and the inequity between the allocator and the
eceiver in our adapted third-party punishment game. 

Specifically, Model 1 assumes people are averse to inequity both
hen the allocator receives more than the receiver (i.e., advantageous

nequity) and when the allocator receives less than the receiver (i.e.,
isadvantageous inequity). The advantageous and disadvantageous in-
quity are equivalent for them. The utility (U) of a punishment decision
as described as follows (Model 1): 

 ( 𝐷 ) = 𝛼 ∗ ( 200 − 𝐷 ) − ( 1 − 𝛼) ∗ ||𝑇 𝑎 − 𝐷 − 𝑇 𝑟 
||

http://sourceforge.net/projects/robustcorrtool/
http://www.processmacro.org/index.html
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Table 1 

Model comparison. 

Model Brief model description Bayesian information criteria 

1 Concerns for the allocator’s benefits and absolute inequity 10,053 

2 Concerns for the allocator’s benefits and advantageous inequity 9995 ∗ 

3 Concerns for the allocator’s benefits, advantageous inequity, and disadvantageous inequity 10,255 

Note: The model with the lowest Bayesian information criteria (BIC) value was selected as the preferred model. ∗ The lowest 

BIC value. 
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6 We also built another two GLMs that respectively focusing on the neural 

correlates of the unfairness of the partner’s distribution and the amount of the 

participants’ punishment. The details were reported in the Supplementary In- 

formation. The results of the GLM in the main text and the results of the GLMs 

in the Supplementary Information had no statistical difference. 
here T a and T r represent the tokens the allocator (i.e., the partner)
istributed to themselves and to the receiver, respectively. D represents
he number of tokens deducted from the allocator by participants. The
aximum punishment that the allocator could get is a 200-tokens de-
uction. In others word, participants could help the allocator to avoid
 200-tokens loss at the maximum. 200 – D is the extent participants
rotect the payoff of the allocator, whereas | T a − D − T r | is the absolute
nequity between the allocator and the receiver. 𝛼 is the parameter to
e estimated. 

Model 2 assumes people are only averse to advantageous inequity: 

 ( 𝐷 ) = 𝛼 ∗ ( 200 − 𝐷 ) − ( 1 − 𝛼) ∗ max 
(
𝑇 𝑎 − 𝐷 − 𝑇 𝑟 , 0 

)

here max( T a − D − T r , 0) is the advantageous inequity between the allo-
ator and the receiver. 𝛼 is the parameter to be estimated. 

Model 3 assumes people are averse to both advantageous and dis-
dvantage inequity and they are separately modelled by two different
arameters: 

 ( 𝐷 ) = ( 200 − 𝐷 ) − 𝛼 ∗ max 
(
𝑇 𝑎 − 𝐷 − 𝑇 𝑟 , 0 

)
− 𝛽 ∗ max 

(
𝑇 𝑟 − 𝑇 𝑎 + 𝐷, 0 

)

here max( T a − D − T r , 0) and max( T r − T a + D, 0) are the advantageous
nd disadvantageous inequity between the allocator and the receiver,
espectively. 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the parameters to be estimated. 

For all the three models, the trial-by-trial utility was transformed
nto choice probabilities ( P ) by the softmax function: 

 ( 𝐷 ) = 

𝑒 𝜆⋅𝑈 ( 𝐷 ) ∑
𝑗∈𝐽 𝑒 

𝜆⋅𝑈 
(
𝐷 𝑗 

)

here 𝐷 𝑗 denotes a possible number of tokens that could be deducted
y the participant (from 0 to 200 tokens, in increments of 20), J is the
ull set of j , and 𝜆 is the inverse temperature parameter that represents
he level of stochasticity in the decisions ( 𝜆 ∈ [0, 10]) ( Luo et al., 2018 ;

u et al., 2020 ). 
For parameter estimation, we constructed a coarse grid in the pa-

ameter space to select the best start location, which could decrease
he possibility of the model converging on a local minimum. Maximum
ikelihood estimation was conducted at the individual level by maximiz-
ng the log likelihood function over each participant i and trial t (e.g.,
ao et al., 2018 ): 

𝑖 

∑
𝑡 

log 
(
𝑃 𝑖,𝑡 ( 𝐷 ) 

)

Based on the Bayesian information criteria (BIC), Model 2 with
he lowest BIC value outperformed the other two alternative models
 Table 1 ). Thus, we selected it as the preferred/winning model. In Model
, with the increase in 𝛼, participants put more weight on the payoff of
he allocator compared with the advantageous inequity between the al-
ocator and the receiver. 

We tested the preferred model (Model 2) with the methods of simu-
ation and parameter recovery (see more details in the Supplementary
odelling Note). The model was able to replicate the pattern of the

roup difference in punishment with simulation (Supplementary Fig. 1),
redict participants’ punishment decisions with significantly higher ac-
uracy than the chance level (34%, 95% CI: [29%, 40%]; chance level:
%]; mean squared correlation coefficient between the real and sim-
lated punishment at the trial level: r 2 = 0.32), and perform well in
arameter recovery (mean squared correlation coefficient between the
eal and recovered parameter 𝛼: r 2 = 0.81) (Supplementary Fig. 2). 
6 
We examined the group difference in the parameter 𝛼 using a Mann-
hitney U test, as we noticed several outliers of the parameter 𝛼 (see

ig. 3 a). Nonparametric tests (e.g., Mann-Whitney U test) help to reduce
he effect of outliers on statistical results. For testing the robustness of
ur finding, we also used an ANOVA to examine the group difference
n the parameter 𝛼. Given the parameter 𝛼 was conceptually associated
ith self-reported protection tendency (i.e., reducing the benefactor’s

osses), we tested their correlations using percentage bend correlation
nalyses. We also tested whether the parameter 𝛼 mediated the effect
f gratitude on punishment in the same manner that the self-reported
rotection tendency did. We used a mediation model of the PROCESS
acro to test the mediation effect, with participants’ gratitude ratings

fter the gratitude induction game as the predictor variable ( X ), aver-
ge punishment at the individual level as the outcome variable ( Y ), and
arameter 𝛼 as the mediator variable ( M ). 

.6. fMRI data analyses 

.6.1. Preprocessing 

Imaging data were pre-processed using Statistical Parametric Map-
ing 12 (SPM 12, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm ). Functional im-
ges were corrected for geometric distortions (using the field map im-
ges), corrected for slice acquisition delay, realigned for head-motion
orrection, co-registered to each participant’s grey matter image seg-
ented from the corresponding high-resolution T1-weighted image,
ormalised into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space (voxel size,
 × 2 × 2 mm 

3 ), and smoothed by an isotropic three-dimensional 6-mm
ull width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. 

.6.2. Univariate activation analyses 

We used SPM 12 to conduct the univariate activation analyses. At the
rst level, we build a general linear model (GLM) with 4 boxcar regres-
ors: (1) the period of viewing the partner’s distribution (4 s), (2) the
eriod of making punishment decision (response time), (3) the period of
ecision feedback (6.5 s - response time), and (4) the period of missing
rials (if existed). We also used the unfairness of the partner’s distribu-
ion (i.e., the difference between the tokens the partner distributed to
hemselves and the tokens to the receiver) as a parametric modulator for
he period of viewing partner’s distribution and used the amount of the
articipants’ punishment as a parametric modulator for the period of
aking punishment decision. 6 These main regressors were convolved
ith a canonical hemodynamic response function. Six estimated head
ovement parameters defined as nuisance regressors were involved in

he first-level model. The period of jitter (not modelled in the GLM) was
onsidered as an implicit baseline. We entered four contrasts into the
rst-level analysis. The first contrast investigated brain activity corre-

ated with unfairness during the period of viewing distributions (effect
f the parametric modulator: unfairness). The second contrast inves-
igated brain activity correlated with punishment during the period of

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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aking decisions (effect of the parametric modulator: punishment). The
hird and fourth contrasts respectively investigated average brain activ-
ty during the period of viewing distributions (compared to the implicit
aseline) (effect of the boxcar regressor: viewing distribution) and aver-
ge brain activity during the period of making decisions (compared to
he implicit baseline) (effect of the boxcar regressor: making punishment
ecision) ( Losin et al., 2020 ). 

We constructed second-level models as two-sample T -tests using con-
rast images from the first-level analyses to test the group differences
Gratitude versus Control group). As previous studies have identified
rain regions associated with unfairness perception and punishment de-
ision, we could take advantage of small-volume correction analyses to
xamine the gratitude’s effect. Regions-of-interest masks (ROIs) were
efined as spheres with 8-mm-radius centred at Montreal Neurological
nstitute (MNI) coordinates from previous studies. Specifically, to test
he group difference in the brain activity correlated to unfairness, we de-
ned 3 ROIs using the coordinates of the anterior cingulate cortex ([33,
, 45]) and bilateral insula ([-27, 18, -3], [-30, 21, 6]) from an fMRI
tudy on the third-party punishment game ( Zhong et al., 2016 ), where
ctivities in these regions were correlated with unfairness during the
eriod of viewing distributions. To test the group difference in the brain
ctivity correlated to punishment, we defined 2 ROIs using coordinates
f the left ventral lateral prefrontal cortex ([-46, 30, -8]) and left TPJ ([-
2, -52, 22]) from a recent meta-analysis ( Bellucci et al., 2020 ), which
howed that activities in the two regions were associated with punish-
ent during the period of making decisions in the third-party punish-
ent game. Besides small-volume correction analyses, whole-brain cor-

ection analyses were conducted for all types of contrast images from
he first-level analyses. 

Additionally, we constructed the second-level models as one-sample
 -tests using contrast images from the first-level analyses and involving
he participants’ gratitude ratings after the gratitude induction game
s covariates to test whether the individual feelings of gratitude were
redictive of any brain activation. 

The statistical threshold was defined as voxel-level P < 0.001 (un-
orrected) combined with cluster-level P < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) (whole
rain or within predefined ROIs using small-volume correction). 

.6.3. Neurosynth meta-analytical decoding 

Activity of the vmPFC plays different roles in different situations
 Hiser and Koenigs, 2018 ). To examine the extent to which the iden-
ified difference in the brain activity (i.e., vmPFC) between the groups
as associated with different psychological components, we adopted

he Neurosynth Image Decoder ( https://www.neurosynth.org/decode/ ;
arkoni et al., 2011 ) to decode the unthresholded T map of the Gratitude
ersus Control group contrast during the period of making decisions.
his approach enabled us to quantitatively evaluate the level of similar-

ty between the uploaded image and each of the chosen meta-analytical
mages from the Neurosynth database. The level of similarity was in-
exed by the Pearson correlation between the two vectorised images
cross all voxels. We chose the psychological components to be com-
ared with the uploaded image based on a recent review on the roles
f the vmPFC ( Hiser and Koenigs, 2018 ), including “reward ”, “value ”,
self-referential ”, “ToM (theory of mind) ”, “emotional responses ”, “emo-
ional faces ”, and “emotion regulation ”. 

.6.4. Mediation analyses (fMRI data) 

The univariate activation analyses showed significant group differ-
nces in the beta estimates of the TPJ and vmPFC during the period of
aking decisions. We were interested in whether any of these neural in-
exes mediated the relationship between gratitude and punishment. We
sed a mediation model of the PROCESS macro to test the mediation
ffect. The mean estimates in the TPJ and the vmPFC were extracted
rom each participant’s first-level contrast image and used as the me-
iator variable ( M ) (one mediator per mediation analysis). Participants’
7 
ratitude ratings after the gratitude induction game and average punish-
ent at the individual level were respectively defined as the predictor

ariable ( X ) and the outcome variable ( Y ). 

.6.5. Percentage bend correlation analyses (fMRI data) 

We did not find a mediation effect of the parameter estimates of
he vmPFC in the relationship between gratitude and punishment. As
upplementary analyses, we examined the direct correlations between
he parameter estimates of the vmPFC and gratitude and punishment.

e calculated the percentage bend correlation coefficients for them. 
After confirming the involvement of the activity of the TPJ and

mPFC in the gratitude-induced injustice, we used percentage bend cor-
elation analyses to examine whether these neural findings were corre-
ated with the protection tendency and parameter 𝛼, which were key
sychological processes associated with the gratitude-induced injustice
ased on the results of the self-report and computational modelling. 

. Results 

.1. Participants in the gratitude group exhibited higher levels of gratitude 

Participants in the Gratitude group had more gratitude towards the
artner than participants in the Control group after the gratitude in-
uction game ( F (1,67) = 81.60, P < 0.001, partial 𝜂2 = 0.549; Fig. 2 a),
uggesting that our manipulation of gratitude was successful (see Sup-
lementary Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 for more supporting evidence). 

.2. Participants in the gratitude group decreased punishment for the 

artner 

In the adapted TPP, participants in the Gratitude group de-
ucted the partner fewer tokens than those in the Control group did
 F (1,67) = 22.67, P < 0.001, partial 𝜂2 = 0.253; Fig. 2 b). This suggests
hat grateful participants were willing to violate the norm of justice to
rotect their benefactors from monetary harm. 

.3. Participants in the gratitude group reported a stronger tendency to 

rotect the partner 

The MANOVA showed a significant group difference in psycholog-
cal measures hypothesised to explain the gratitude-induced difference
n punishment (Pillai’s trace: 0.33, F (10,58) = 2.87, P = 0.006, partial
2 = 0.331). According to separate ANOVAs, amongst the 10 psycholog-
cal measures (Supplementary Table 1), only one differed between the
ratitude and Control groups after Bonferroni correction. Compared to
articipants in the Control group, participants in the Gratitude group
eported a significantly stronger tendency to reduce the partner’s losses
protection tendency: F (1,67) = 23.00, P Bonferroni corrected < 0.001, partial
2 = 0.256; Fig. 2 c), which implies grateful participants valued the ben-
fits of their benefactors. No significant difference was found in other
sychological measures (Supplementary Table 6). 

.4. Protection tendency mediated the effect of gratitude on participants’ 

unishment for the partner 

The relationships amongst gratitude, punishment, and psychological
easures were investigated using a two-stage process (see the Method

ection) ( Losin et al., 2020 ). In the first stage, we found that grati-
ude ratings were significantly correlated with self-reported protection
endency ( r = 0.52, P Bonferroni corrected < 0.001, N = 69) but not with
ny other psychological measure (Supplementary Table 7). Hence, self-
eported protection tendency was regarded as a candidate mediator that
as likely to explain the decreased punishment amongst grateful partic-

pants. 
Self-reported protection tendency significantly mediated the rela-

ionship between gratitude and punishment (indirect effect (path ab):

https://www.neurosynth.org/decode/
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Fig. 2. Behavioural analysis results. a–c , Participants in the Gratitude group had stronger gratitude feelings ( ∗∗∗ P < 0.001) ( a ), performed less punishment 

( ∗∗∗ P < 0.001) ( b ), and showed a stronger protection tendency ( ∗∗∗ P corrected < 0.001) ( c ) than participants in the Control group. C, Control group; G, Gratitude 

group. Data are shown as the mean ± standard error with overlaid dot plots. d , Self-reported protection tendency mediated the effect of feelings of gratitude on 

punishment. 𝛽, path coefficient; CI, 95% confidence interval of 𝛽; bold font, significant indirect effect. 

Fig. 3. Computational modelling results. a , 

Participants in the Gratitude group had higher 

estimates of parameter 𝛼 than the Control 

group ( ∗∗∗ P < 0.001; Mann-Whitney U test). 

C, Control group; G, Gratitude group. Data are 

shown as the mean ± standard error with over- 

laid dot plots. b, Parameter 𝛼 mediated the ef- 

fect of feelings of gratitude on punishment. 𝛽, 

path coefficient; CI, 95% confidence interval of 

𝛽; bold font, significant indirect effect. 
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= -0.17, 95% confidence interval (CI) = [-0.28, -0.06]; Fig. 2 d), even
hen the effects of the other 9 psychological measures were controlled.
dditionally, for completeness, we also tested whether any of the other
 psychological measures mediated the effect of gratitude on punish-
ent. None of them had a significant effect (Supplementary Table 8).
hus, the findings demonstrate a crucial role of protection tendency in
he gratitude-induced change in punishment. The results of self-report
uggest that gratitude-induced injustice was mainly driven by the in-
reased concerns for benefactors’ benefits rather a distortion of unfair-
ess perception or a change in mood. 

.5. Participants in the gratitude group had larger estimates of 𝛼

We found a significant group difference in the estimates of 𝛼 (Mann-
hitney U test: Z = 3.48, P < 0.001, r = 0.425; ANOVA: F (1,65) = 5.16,
 = 0.026, partial 𝜂2 = 0.074) ( Fig. 3 a). The parameter 𝛼 was posi-
ively correlated with the self-reported protection tendency ( r = 0.53,
 < 0.001, N = 67). Consistent with the results of self-report, the findings
ere suggest that more weight was placed on the benefits of benefactors
relative to the inequity aversion) in the Gratitude group than the Con-
rol group. 
8 
.6. Parameter 𝛼 mediated the effect of gratitude on punishment in a 

anner similar to self-reported protection tendency 

As the parameter 𝛼 was associated with the protection tendency, we
ested whether the parameter 𝛼 could also play a role as a mediator.
imilar to the protection tendency, the parameter 𝛼 significantly medi-
ted the relationship between gratitude and punishment (indirect effect
path ab): 𝛽 = -0.15, CI = [-0.23, -0.06]; Fig. 3 b). Together, the self-
eport and computational modelling approaches demonstrate the key
ole of the increased concerns for benefactors’ benefits in the gratitude-
nduced injustice. 

.7. Similar neural response to unfairness and similar neural activity 

uring the period of viewing distributions were engaged in the gratitude and 

ontrol groups 

During the period of viewing distributions, no brain regions’ re-
ponse to unfairness differed significantly between the groups and no
rain regions differed significantly in activation between the groups
ased on the predetermined threshold. No significant result was found
ven when we adopted a more lenient threshold (voxel-level P < 0.005
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Fig. 4. fMRI results of TPJ. a , During the 

period of making decisions, TPJ activity in 

the Gratitude group relative to the Control 

group negatively correlated with the punish- 

ment ( P FWE = 0.021, small volume corrected). 

Mean parameter estimates of the TPJ were ex- 

tracted from the cluster that survived the cor- 

rection. The estimates are shown as the mean ± 
standard error with overlaid dot plots. G, Grati- 

tude group; C, Control group. b , Parameter esti- 

mates of the TPJ mediated the effect of feelings 

of gratitude on punishment. 𝛽, path coefficient; 

CI, 95% confidence interval of 𝛽; bold font, sig- 

nificant indirect effect. 
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uncorrected) combined with cluster-level P < 0.05 (FWE-corrected);
hole brain or within predefined ROIs using small-volume correction).
hus, no neural evidence supports the hypothesis that gratitude distorts

ndividuals’ perception of unfairness. 

.8. Distinct relationships between the TPJ activity and punishment were 

ound between the gratitude and control groups 

A small-volume correction analysis revealed that the left TPJ ac-
ivity (peak MNI coordinates: [-54, -48, 22]; cluster size: 6 voxels;
 FWE = 0.021, small volume corrected; Fig. 4 a) in the Gratitude group
elative to the Control group negatively correlated with punishment dur-
ng the period of making decisions. As the predefined ROI (i.e., left TPJ)
s implicated in punishment decisions ( Bellucci et al., 2020 ), the results
ndicates that gratitude modulated the neural activity related to pun-
shment. In a whole-brain analysis, we found no clusters exceeding the
redetermined statistical threshold. 

.9. The vmPFC showed greater activation during the period of making 

ecisions in the gratitude group 

A whole-brain analysis revealed that the vmPFC (peak MNI coor-
inates: [-12, 42, -8]; cluster size: 156 voxels; P FWE = 0.021, whole
rain corrected) exhibited greater activation in the Gratitude than Con-
rol group during the period of making decisions ( Fig. 5 a). Addition-
lly, after pooling the two groups, participants’ feelings of gratitude af-
er the gratitude induction game were predictive of the activation of
he vmPFC (peak MNI coordinates: [-8, 50, -12]; cluster size: 160 vox-
ls; P FWE = 0.019, whole brain corrected) during the period of making
ecisions (Supplementary Fig. 3). The identified vmPFC cluster largely
verlapped with the vmPFC cluster that showed a group difference in
ctivation ( Fig. 5 b). 

Given that previous studies have found multifaceted roles of the
mPFC ( Hiser and Koenigs, 2018 ), we examined the extent to which
9 
he group differences in activation during the period of making deci-
ions were associated with different psychological components, using
he Neurosynth Image Decoder ( Yarkoni et al., 2011 ). This analysis is
onducive to inferring the psychological components associated with a
ontrast based on meta-analytical images instead of a possibly biased
election of literature ( Yarkoni et al., 2011 ). The resulting T map of
he contrast was more strongly associated with the meta-analytical pat-
erns of “reward ” ( r = 0.14) and “value ” ( r = 0.12) than those of “self-
eferential ” ( r = 0.06), “ToM (theory of mind) ” ( r = 0.02), “emotional
esponses ” ( r = 0.03), “emotional faces ” ( r = 0.04), and “emotion regu-
ation ” ( r = 0.02) ( Fig. 5 c). The results imply that gratitude modulated
he neural activity associated with reward processing and value repre-
entation during the period of making decisions. 

.10. The activities of the TPJ and vmPFC were involved in the 

ratitude-induced injustice and related to the key psychological processes 

ssociated with the gratitude-induced injustice 

We investigated whether the parameter estimates of the TPJ and
mPFC mediated the relationship between gratitude and punishment.
he results revealed that the parameter estimates of the TPJ (i.e., corre-

ation between the TPJ activity and punishment within each participant
uring the period of making decisions) significantly mediated the effect
f feelings of gratitude on individuals’ overall punishment (indirect ef-
ect (path ab): 𝛽 = -0.07, CI = [-0.22, -0.001]; Fig. 4 b). The parameter
stimates of the vmPFC (i.e., the vmPFC activation during the period
f making decisions) did not have a significant mediation effect (indi-
ect effect (path ab): 𝛽 = -0.09, CI = [-0.23, 0.03]). As a supplement,
e examined direct correlations between the parameter estimates of

he vmPFC and gratitude and punishment. The parameter estimates of
mPFC were positively correlated with gratitude ( r = 0.57, P < 0.001,
 = 67; Fig. 6d) and negatively correlated with punishment ( r = -0.40,
 < 0.001, N = 67; Fig. 6e). The findings indicate that the activities of
he TPJ and vmPFC were involved in the gratitude-induced injustice. 
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Fig. 5. fMRI results of vmPFC. a , During 

the period of making decisions, activation 

of vmPFC was greater in the Gratitude than 

Control group ( P FWE = 0.021, whole brain 

corrected). Mean parameter estimates of the 

vmPFC were extracted from the cluster sur- 

vived the correction. The estimates are shown 

as the mean ± standard error with overlaid 

dot plots. G, Gratitude group; C, Control group. 

b , The vmPFC cluster in which activation was 

predicted by gratitude ratings overlapped with 

the vmPFC cluster that revealed a significant 

group difference in activation during the period 

of making decisions. c , The similarities ( r val- 

ues) between the T map of the Gratitude ver- 

sus Control group contrast during the period of 

making decisions and the meta-analytical maps 

of terms of psychological components derived 

from the Neurosynth are shown. d , Parameter 

estimates of the vmPFC were positively cor- 

related with gratitude. e , Parameter estimates 

of the vmPFC were negatively correlated with 

punishment. 
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The correlations between the activities of the TPJ and vmPFC and
he key psychological variables associated with the gratitude-induced
njustice were calculated. Although the parameter estimates of the TPJ
ere not significantly correlated with the protection tendency ( r = -0.23,
 = 0.058, N = 67) or parameter 𝛼 ( r = -0.22, P = 0.080, N = 67), trends
ppeared. The parameter estimates of the vmPFC were significantly cor-
elated with the protection tendency ( r = 0.47, P < 0.001, N = 67) and
arameter 𝛼 ( r = 0.36, P = 0.003, N = 67). 

. Discussion 

In spite of a number of studies focusing on gratitude’s positive im-
act on society (e.g., Bartlett and DeSteno, 2006 ; DeSteno et al., 2019 ;
a et al., 2017 ; Yu et al., 2017 , 2018 ), a potential dark side of grat-

tude is recently noticed ( Ng et al., 2017 ; Zhu et al., 2020 ). Confirm-
ng this dark side, the current study revealed that the Gratitude group
xerted lower punishment on their benefactors’ unfairness to strangers
han the Control group. Importantly, here we offered accounts of how
ratitude leads individuals to benefit benefactors at the cost of violat-
ng the justice norm. The results of self-report showed that the boosted
rotection tendency on behalf of benefactors is an important underly-
ng psychological process of the gratitude-induced injustice. No result of
10 
he self-report advocated the hypotheses that distortions of unfairness
erception or changes in mood play roles. As participants in both the
ratitude and Control groups benefited from their benefactors’ costly
elping, the difference in punishment between the groups could not be
xplained by the need for equity restoration. 

Independent of the self-report approach, computational model anal-
sis revealed that parameter 𝛼 (i.e., concerns for benefactors’ benefits
elative to inequity aversion) was implicated in the gratitude-induced
njustice. Thus, both the results from computational modelling and self-
eport (especially the results of mediation analyses; see Figs. 2 d and 3 b)
uggest that gratitude promotes individuals to concern for benefactors’
enefits, and in turn decreases punishment for benefactors’ unfairness
o strangers. Our findings provide supportive evidence for the find-bind-
emind theory that gratitude promotes behaviour that is conductive to
elationship-building ( Algoe, 2012 ; Algoe et al., 2008 ) and extend the
heory by identifying the psychological and computational mechanisms
nderlying such behaviour. 

The implementation of the social function of gratitude involves three
teps ( Algoe et al., 2008 ; Yu et al., 2018 ). Compared to the neural find-
ngs of the first two steps —cognitive antecedent evaluation and grati-
ude generation ( Decety and Porges, 2011 ; Fox et al., 2015 ; Xiong et al.,
020 ; Yu et al., 2017 , 2018 ; Zahn et al., 2009 ) —the neural mecha-
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7 The influence of emotion is integral or incident depends on whether it is 

directly related to the current situation (e.g., Zhu et al., 2019 ). An example 

of integral gratitude is that you feel grateful due to receiving benevolent help 

from Person A and later the gratitude modulates your behaviour on Person A; 

An example of incident gratitude is that you feel grateful because of receiving 

benevolent help from Person A and the gratitude towards A modulates your 

behaviour on Person B (a stranger unrelated to the induction of your gratitude). 
isms directly driving gratitude-induced behaviour are far less known.
he current study helps to close this gap in knowledge by revealing
he group difference in brain activation during punishment decisions
can be considered as the neural correlates of the dark side of grat-
tude). Our fMRI results showed that gratitude modulated the corre-
ation between the TPJ activity and punishment during the period of
aking decisions. Numerous studies on punishment have found the TPJ

o be involved in a mentalizing process advocating punishment deci-
ions (e.g., Buckholtz et al., 2008 ; Ginther et al., 2016 ; Hu et al., 2016 ;
rueger et al., 2014 ). In those studies, the TPJ is supposed to understand

he suffering of the victim, including inferring the wrongdoer’s spite-
ul/selfish intent and determining blameworthiness of the wrongdoer
 Bellucci et al., 2020 ). In our study, we found that the TPJ activity in the
ratitude group (relative to the Control group) was related to decisions

o refrain from punishment (i.e., a negative correlation between the TPJ
ctivity and punishment; see Fig. 4 a). As the location of the TPJ cluster
e found is within a TPJ region which has been demonstrated to be as-

ociated with making punishment (see a meta-analysis, Bellucci et al.,
020 ), consistent with a typical explanation of the TPJ’s role in punish-
ent, we believe that the activity of the TPJ cluster is associated with
entalizing. Nevertheless, gratitude may change the way of mentaliz-

ng. Previous studies showed that social emotion promotes individuals
o concentrate their attention on targets that mostly related to the social
motion (e.g., guilt draws individuals’ attention to victims’ benefits for
epairing the damaged relationship with the victims and results in the
eglect of the need of strangers) ( de Hooge et al., 2011 ). Analogously,
n our study the Gratitude group might withdraw their attention from
nderstanding the pain of the victim and shift it to concerning for the
enefactor’s (wrongdoer’s) benefits for building relationship with the
enefactor. In this case, the TPJ is likely to function for speculating the
enefactor’s preference instead of caring about the victim. 

Our fMRI results revealed that gratitude increased the activation in
he vmPFC during the period of making decisions. At the group level,
he Gratitude group compared with the Control group had stronger acti-
ation in the vmPFC. At the individual level, participants with stronger
eelings of gratitude had greater activation in the vmPFC, the location of
hich overlapped with the vmPFC cluster of the group contrast. Many

tudies have found that the vmPFC is involved in gratitude genera-
ion (when individuals receive help from benefactors) ( Fox et al., 2015 ;
iong et al., 2020 ; Yu et al., 2017 ). The vmPFC activity is supposed to
e associated with processing the reward of social interaction or expe-
iencing a positive emotion ( Fox et al., 2015 ; Yu et al., 2017 ). Different
rom these studies, we identified the activation of vmPFC during the
tage of individuals making decisions regarding benefactors rather than
eceiving help from benefactors. The results from Neurosynth Image
ecoder indicated that our findings were more likely to be associated
ith reward processing and value computation than other psychologi-

al components (e.g., emotional response/experience) (see Fig. 5 c). In
ur opinion, the vmPFC activity we identified may reflect that grate-
ul individuals are more inclined to consider the right of punishment as
 valuable chance to benefit benefactors for building relationship and
onceive it as a social reward. 

Besides, we found that the parameter estimates of the TPJ mediated
he effect of gratitude on punishment and that the parameter estimates
f the vmPFC were correlated with both gratitude and punishment. We
onsidered these findings as (preliminary) evidence that the TPJ and
mPFC activities are associated with the gratitude-induced injustice.
oreover, the activities of the vmPFC had correlations with the key

sychological processes (i.e., the protection tendency and parameter 𝛼)
elated to the gratitude-induced injustice. These findings confirmed the
mportant roles of the TPJ and vmPFC activities in the gratitude-induced
njustice. 

No brain activity associated with unfairness differed significantly
nd no brain activation differed significantly during the period of view-
ng distributions between the groups. It is in line with the results of self-
eport that no significant difference was found in the unfairness judge-
11 
ent or immoral judgement between the groups (Supplementary Table
). Thus, the hypothesis that the gratitude-induced injustice is due to a
istortion of unfairness perception is not supported. We also found that
o regions’ activity differed significantly during both the period of view-
ng distributions and making decisions between the groups. If positive
ood is a cause of the gratitude-induced injustice, we may find higher

ctivation in regions associated with positive mood in both the period of
iewing distributions and making decisions, given that mood is a long-
asting background state ( Beedie et al., 2005 ). However, it is not the
ase. In the same line, we found no significant difference in gladness,
nger, or arousal between the groups based on the participants’ self-
eport (Supplementary Table 6). Therefore, no evidence supports that
ositive mood plays a role in the gratitude-induced injustice. 

Our study are related to two previous research ( Vayness et al.,
020 ; Yu et al., 2018 ). However, they have fundamental differences.
ayness et al. (2020) found that incident gratitude promotes partici-
ants to punish more severely on strangers’ unfairness at the cost of the
articipants’ own benefits, which implies a prosocial feature of gratitude
ike many other gratitude studies (see a review, Ma et al., 2017 ). Our
ndings show that integral gratitude 7 inhibits participants from pun-

shing their benefactors even when the benefactors violate the norm
f fairness, which warms people a dark side of gratitude and empha-
izes the social function of gratitude to be personal relationship-building
 Algoe, 2012 ; Zhu et al., 2020 ). Yu et al. (2018) showed that partici-
ants’ neural response of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) to bene-
actors’ help was predictive of participants’ consequent gratitude-related
ompensation for the benefactors. It is noted that Yu et al. (2018) fo-
used on the neural activities of generating gratitude (when participants
eceived help from the benefactors). Differently, we investigated the
eural activities of taking actions on the benefactors. Gratitude gener-
tion and gratitude-related action towards the benefactors are not only
eparated by time, but also may be corresponding to distinct psycho-
ogical and neural systems. Indeed, we identified different brain regions
i.e., the TPJ and vmPFC rather than ACC) that were implicated in the
ratitude-related behaviour during the action stage. To the best of our
nowledge, our study for the first time examines the neural activities
hat directly drive grateful individuals to act for relationship enhance-
ent. 

The limitations of our study present opportunities to research in
he future. Our insignificant results cannot support the argument that
he distortion of unfairness perception and the positive mood are not
nvolved in the gratitude-induced injustice at all. Thus, based on our
ndings, we cautiously propose that the increased concerns for bene-

actors’ benefits are of importance in the gratitude-induced injustice.
uture studies are needed to examine our findings with a larger sample
ize. On the other hand, the psychological mechanisms underlying high-
evel social behaviours, such as gratitude-induced injustice, are com-
licated. It is plausible that our study has not exhausted all the possi-
ilities. We call for future studies to further our explorations, such as
nvestigating whether grateful individuals conduct less punishment on
heir benefactors in the adapted TPP for reciprocating the benefactors’
elp in the gratitude induction game (i.e., a one-time repayment gesture;
lgoe et al., 2008 ) and whether grateful individuals themselves regard
onducting less punishment as unrighteous. Last but not the least, we
ocus on the neural activities associated with the gratitude-induced in-
ustice. Studying the neuroanatomical correlates of this phenomenon is
n interesting future direction (e.g., Liu et al., 2018 ). 
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Our study makes several novel contributions. Firstly, we develop a
ew task (i.e., the gratitude induction game) which can reliably induce
ratitude and ensure its maintenance for a relatively long time (see Sup-
lementary Tables 2–5) and create an adapted version of the TPP which
an disentangle the benefit of the allocator from the cost to the decider.
econdly, we delineate the process of a newly identified phenomenon,
ratitude-induced injustice, at behavioural and computational levels.
nderstanding the key motivation of grateful individuals being bene-
tting benefactors helps to dispel a potential positive stereotype about
ratitude (i.e., “gratitude is the parent of other virtues ”), which echoes
 recent trend of comprehending emotions based on their adaptive func-
ions ( Sznycer, 2019 ; Sznycer and Lukaszewski, 2019 ). Thirdly, we pro-
ide empirical evidence for the neural mechanism directly underlying
he gratitude-induced behaviour. The brain imaging results fill in the
issing piece of the neural substrates of the find-remind-bind theory,
hich suggests the involvement of the regions associated with mental-

zing (i.e., TPJ) and reward processing (i.e., vmPFC) in social decision-
aking across grateful individuals. Finally, we also deepen the under-

tanding of injustice by revealing the possibility that individuals are
illing to violate moral norms for their benefactors. 

In conclusion, we show that gratitude leads individuals to decrease
ue punishment for their benefactors, during which the boosted pro-
ection tendency on behalf of benefactors is a key motivation. Further-
ore, we demonstrate that the brain activities associated with mentaliz-

ng and reward processing support the gratitude-induced injustice. Our
ndings provide mechanistic and neural accounts of gratitude-induced
ehaviour and shed light on the nature of gratitude. 
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